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Introduction
Identity resolution is a nuanced concept. Generally 
speaking, it is about creating a singular view of the 
consumer within your marketing and operational 
ecosystems. We believe an identity resolution solution 
is more than just that. In this report, you will learn about 
the role of identity resolution and how it is the backbone 
for orchestrating your customer experiences, creating 
audience portability, and developing an integrated 
process for measurement and insights.

But first, we want to clarify terminology. Some people 
use identity management and identity resolution 
interchangeably. In today’s marketplace, identity 
management is most often used in reference to the 
systems and processes that enable secure access 
management and authentication. But the term “identity 
management” in a marketing context is now referred 
to as identity resolution, because it is specific to the 
identification of consumers and the resolution of multiple 
identity signals across channels and media to enable 
trusted B-to-C marketing activation and insights. As such, 
this report will use the term “identity resolution.”
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About Identity Resolution
History of Identity Resolution
Identity management has been a changing paradigm over the past several decades, and 
our ability to know customers has changed based on the way we connect with them. In the 
early days of direct-to-consumer marketing, if a marketer had your name and address, they 
could mail you something. Then, when they had your phone number, they could call you.  
And when they had an email address, they could email you. In these cases, the marketer 
was fairly certain you would be the one who received the email. Then came the browser, 
which presented the biggest challenge in the addressability world. That’s because 
browsers use cookies to identify people. But a cookie only identifies a device – and 
barely even that. For example, as an individual, you could be multiple cookies on different 
devices. Or you could have one device that is shared by multiple users in the household, 
in which case a singular cookie represents several very different people.

But once again, we are starting to see the rise of ID-based targeting. Addressability 
technologies, such as Facebook Custom Audiences and Google Customer Match, put us 
right back on the course toward knowing if a consumer is actually the person we’re trying 
to reach.

Identity Maturity 
Another way of thinking about identity resolution is the goal of moving from purely 
anonymous identities, through partial identities where we think we’re probably reaching 
the right person, to truly definitive identities that allow us to know we’re addressing 
the right person. The progression from anonymous to known is challenging, because 
sometimes we can’t choose what we know (or don’t know) about the person; it’s simply 
based on a collection of available data at any point in time. See Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Unknown to known identity

I

In many situations, an identity begins with basic elements about the device. In this 
scenario, identity is truly anonymous, because only a cookie or an IP address may be 
collected and managed. But as more identity signals are collected over time, and as that 
picture starts to become clearer, marketers can effectively address you as a true person 
for people-based activation and measurement.

The Anatomy of an Identity
At the simplest level, an identity is built from available signals collected from three different tiers.  
 

1. Terrestrial: We start with traditional data about the person, including the physical  
 location and address, as well as personally identifiable information (PII), such as  
 name, home address, work address, and phone numbers. This traditional PII forms  
 the terrestrial identity.  
2. Device: Each person in the household uses devices. In some cases, every   
 household member may have a smart phone and tablet, used exclusively by  
 him or her. Another household may share devices among all family members.  
 These scenarios establish the device identity.  
3. Digital: In some digital channels, people are able to declare an identity. These  
 digitally declared identities become the point where profile and behavior data are  
 associated. Social handles, email addresses, and user names are good examples  
 of these identifiers.

� Cookies
� IP address
� Anonymous transactions

� Device ID
� Email
� Social ID
� Partial identity

� Name
� Address
� Email
� Phone 
� Known person ID
  

Complete IdentityPartial IdentityAnonymous Identity
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The Identity Graph
As we gather identity signals from varying consumer touchpoints, we are collecting a great 
deal of information about the person. This includes PII, device IDs, customer IDs, cookies, 
social handles, etc. The goal is to intelligently associate all these identity signals to a single 
consumer profile. This is the identity graph and the foundation for a 360-degree view 
of the person. However, the challenge is connecting the data from all three tiers. When 
the intersections of these signals can be solved and correlated back to a true person, a 
platform for identity resolution excellence exists See Figure 2.

Figure 2: The identity graph

The creation of the identity graph requires more than traditional customer data integration 
(CDI) processing. Organizations and service providers that only focus on CDI are limited to 
data informed within the terrestrial identity tier. To complete the graph, digital and device 
identity signals must be integrated. This process requires the collection of first-party digital 
identifiers that are gleaned from digital marketing platforms and cross-device platforms 
that capture and manage device associations. The opportunity lies in the marketer’s ability 
to integrate these data elements for a truly holistic and unified graph.  

But to understand your customers and their behaviors and actions, it’s critical to link these 
identities together (terrestrial, device, and digital) to create a singular and unified version of 
the consumer. As a result, a strategy is required that collects data from all three tiers and is 
used to establish the identity graph of that true person.

Terrestrial

Device Digital

CDI Processing - PII
Account Numbers

Cookies
Mobile App IDs

Web Analytics
Social Identifiers

The goal is to develop a 
well-formed strategy that 
fits into these 3 areas
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And once this data is integrated, it must be stored in a well-formed and centralized 
repository. This could be a marketing database, a customer data platform, a data lake, or 
any tool your organization leverages to manage your consumer intelligence. But the key is 
to centralize it, so you can orchestrate the data and expose insights that drive all channel 
and media activation programs.

Compliance Isn’t Optional
What is compliance in the context of identity resolution? It’s the capability to collect wide-
ranging data in tandem with the associated permissions, within the legislative and industry-
imposed rules that connect an identity to that collected data. Stated another way, if you’re 
going to collect and track a person’s identity, along with data about that person, there must 
be mechanisms in place that enable you to control and change this intelligence when the 
consumer makes such a request.  

Is this the same as a preference or permission capability? Yes and no. A compliance model 
will not replace a true preference manager solution supporting your marketing efforts. 
However, a well-designed compliance model will certainly inform these solutions. And 
marketing-specific permissions will inform compliance controls.

Why compliance? The need of a compliance model stems largely from the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) proposed by the EU. In short, these strict and 
comprehensive regulations provide protection for consumers with regard to the use of 
their personal data. If a consumer wishes not to be tracked, organizations must have 
the means to exclude the person from their tracking efforts.  If a person wishes to “be 
forgotten,” the organization must have a method of removing all traceable data collected 
about the consumer, including behaviors, transactions, intelligence, etc. 

Best practice is that all organizations, regardless of region, support 
these tenets, as they represent the global direction for consumer 
data protection specific to identity resolution and tracking.

Core Tenets of Identity Resolution
As organizations navigate their architecture and plans for identity resolution, it is critical to 
have a guiding strategy that provides the direction and best practices. As described in this 
report, a strategy is the backbone for creating the capability for the intersection of known 
identity signals. But a strategy must also have other elements for success and balance 
elements of identities, compliance, and data activation.
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Identities
 ⊲ Capture all identity signals across all channels
 ⊲ Encompass terrestrial, digital, and device identifiers
 ⊲ Recognize identity associations across first-, second-, and third-party identifiers
 ⊲ Create a primary reference to connect any identity signals to a master identifier or  

 other signals
 ⊲ Leverage first-, second-, and third-party assets to inform the identifier associations

Compliance
 ⊲ Manages data collection and sharing for each association
 ⊲ Implements corporate, industry, and governmental policy and regulation
 ⊲ Leverages user permission in compliance controls
 ⊲ Does not limit the creation of associations – only the use and management of data

Data activation
 ⊲ Performs real-time data services, with access to a limited consumer profile   

 associated with the identity (e.g., identity graph)
 ⊲ Provides data inline with identity association rules to ensure compliance
 ⊲ Can be leveraged in first-, second-, and third-party applications as appropriate
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Audience Portability
Activating Audiences on Publishers and Platforms
Establishing person-level identity enables audience portability, which refers to the 
marketer’s ability to activate their audiences across channels and platforms beyond the 
channel where the audience was created. 

One of the most important considerations for audience portability is the dissociation 
of audience creation from channel. Audiences are created based on a value or need 
and should not be created because we can speak to them in a specific channel. This 
separation is made possible through identity resolution capabilities, which manage the 
comprehensive set of cross-channel identity signals within the audience. Building and 
managing identity (and the identity associations to channel platforms) provides the match 
network infrastructure to support the concept of audience portability across platforms. 

An advanced audience portability strategy can start to answer some interesting questions:
 ⊲ How can the audience created and targeted through email be the same audience   

 targeted via paid social context? 
 ⊲ How can this same audience be used to inform display media buying decisions? 
 ⊲ How can this same audience be leveraged for site personalization?
 ⊲ How can this same audience be used to make keyword bid decisions in paid    

 search?

Marketers have the option to partner with onboarding and audience activation providers to 
broaden their reach through direct relationships with data management platforms (DMPs), 
demand-side platforms (DSPs), social platforms, and premium publisher networks. These 
relationships provide markers access to extensive cross-platform identity graphs to target 
consumers at the person level, beyond the traditional walled garden providers. 
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Figure 3: Identity graph should be synchronized to publishers and platforms
 

Figure 3 depicts a proprietary identity graph network centered around a universal person-
level identifier with ties to leading DMPs, DSPs, social platforms, and premium publisher 
networks. While this full breadth of solution isn’t necessary for every organization, the mix 
of capabilities is required for a complete and comprehensive audience portability solution. 
When working with vendors, you should examine their approach for providing person-
based targeting and activation capabilities at scale across a wide breadth of digital 
channels and platforms. 

Start with person-based identity
Start with the terrestrial, people-based identity that is derived from traditional 
customer data integration (CDI) capabilities. Terrestrial identity is established 
primarily at the name and address level, with associations enabled for phone 
and email. The terrestrial identity provides the foundation for persistent 
person-level identity and can be extended to include demographics and 
other second- and third-party identity associations. 

Build an identity network with second- and third-party sources 
Once the core identity has been established, additional identity signals 
from second- and third-party sources can be layered into the identity graph. 
Providers have their own proprietary strategies to build and manage this 
extensive graph of identity associations and relationships. 

First-Party 
CRM Data

Data Enhancement
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Terrestrial Identity 
Management 

Identity Reference

Identity Network, 
Onboarding & 
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Publishers

Search

Print

Panels
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Retargeting
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Second-party sources represent an organization’s partner data assets and 
agreements. Third-party sources are separately licensed data assets from 
a variety of partner platforms. Blending together an organization’s first-party 
data with supplemental second- and third-party associations builds out the 
partner network and enables marketers to activate their audiences across 
these platforms.  

Second- and third-party associations start with data agreements with the 
various sources. These data agreements are careful to protect the underlying 
sensitive data and PII. Therefore, extensive and highly governed data 
protection, hashing, and encryption processes must be implemented. These 
processes strip and protect PII elements so the data is not exposed or at risk 
for compromise. 

Putting it together
Tying the technical capabilities with the provider network connections allows 
organizations to identify and match their first-party data to the provider’s 
identity graph. This unlocks the partner network connections that enable 
audience activation across platforms. 

The overall capability described in this section provides the means to identify 
and connect with people seamlessly across channels and media platforms. 
This capability enables organizations to, for example, deliver a direct mail 
piece then follow up with the same audience in a paid social context. 
Numerous other options surface as well, such as moving the audience into 
a DMP for programmatic display targeting, or targeting the audience directly 
with a premium publisher. 

Activating Audiences on Second- and Third-Party Platforms
Many organizations have strong first-party identity resolution strategies to help link 
identities across offline, email, site, and mobile. Marketing and analytic tools, such as web 
analytics and marketing clouds, help facilitate organizations to solve this type of challenge. 
However, organizations can still be left with an incomplete or insufficient view of their 
consumers, leading to suboptimal marketing execution. 

Marketers should consider extending their first-party graph with second- and third-party 
data strategies to drive audience scale and enrichment. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Why second- and third-party data?  

Applying second- and third-party strategies can provide considerable opportunities:

 ⊲ Onboarding and data synchronization: Matching first-party identifiers to second-   
 and third-party graphs to enable audience targeting within second- and third-  
 party properties 

          Several third-party data onboarding providers exist in the marketplace who              
          provide the ability to match first-party PII to digital signals across a vast array of              
          digital platforms. Also emerging are second-party co-ops, which provide                    
          opportunities for organizations to pool and exchange digital and device information.
 

 ⊲ Graph improvement: Syncing to second- and third-party graphs to gain further   
 identity associations which are not available in the first-party context

 
          This may include capabilities, such as terrestrial-based identity linking, which uses   
          proprietary partner knowledgebases or device graph enhancement. 

 ⊲ Data enhancement: Matching first-party identity to second- or third-party data   
 assets to enhance the depth and breadth of the customer profile

 
          Data enhancement often involves appending broad-reaching demographic    
          attributes or other predictive data elements used for decisioning. 

First-Party Ecosystems

Sync/onboarding
Graph improvement
Data enhancement

Cookie

Marketing 
Identifier

PIIDevice Id

Cloud Id Email

Sync / Onboarding
Matching a first-party 
identifiers to a third- or 
second-party graphs to 
enable the targeting of 
audiences in second- and 
third-party properties.

Graph Improvement
Syncing to second- and 
third-party graphs to gain 
further identity associations 
that would not be found 
through first-party 
identifiers. (e.g. device 
graphs, CDI reference 
bases)

Data Enhancement
Matching first-party 
identifiers to second- and 
third-party data assets for 
additional data to enhance 
a customer profile.
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Data Onboarding
Data onboarding provides an effective means to activate traditional PII-based (i.e., name 
and address/email) consumer identities on digital execution platforms or direct publishers. 
Data onboarding services (see Figure 5) allow organizations to upload their offline 
consumer segments into the onboarder’s proprietary match network. The onboarder 
provides the ability to associate the offline consumer data with cookies, devices, and 
content publishers (including walled gardens) to activate across digital platforms. Major 
onboarding providers use a variety of deterministic (direct association) and probabilistic 
(inferred association) methods to establish the best possible match rate while balancing 
probabilistic match accuracy. Throughout the matching process, extensive use of hashing 
and encryption is used to securely process and protect consumer data. 

Once the match associations are established, the audience can be activated to a DMP or 
DSP. The digitally activated audience is now ready for targeting. In addition to the targeting 
reach, onboarding provides the ability to recognize consumers as they engage on the site 
to better personalize the content and message. In addition, many onboarding providers 
have very strong measurement capabilities to help marketers track conversions, manage 
costs, and identify new opportunities. 

Onboarding has become a core competency of many organizations as they begin their 
journey toward people-based marketing. For those organizations managing offline 
consumer identity and transactional information, onboarding is an essential function to 
drive strong brand relationships across traditional and digital media. As organizations 
continue to diversify their people-based digital strategies, having a strong onboarding 
capability is crucial to achieving the level of scale needed to effectively deliver on these 
business objectives. See Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Onboarding data supports people-based marketing strategies

Data onboarding provides the means to digitally activate PII-based 
consumer identity to a DMP, DSP, or direct publisher

Onboarding 
PII Match To ID Graph

� Publishers

� Cookies
� Walled Gardens

� Devices
Onboarding provider hashes / anonymizes PII for privacy-safe compliance

Digital Activation

DMP / DSP
� Digital Targeting

� Personalization
� Site Recognition

� Measurement

� Onboarding is accomplished through a  
     partnership between the data owner 
     and onboarding provider.

� Onboarding supports: digital display  
     targeting across extensive digital network,   
     consumer analytics, measurement and 
     attribution, and personalization.

Owned PII Data
● Name, address, email,
    segment attributes
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Analytics and Measurement
Unified Event Stream
A strong identity resolution capability is crucial to enabling person-level analytics and 
measurement. Once the unified identity graph is constructed, user-level interactions can 
be associated to a person-level identity, which forms the basis of the unified event stream. 
The unified event stream powers organizational analytic and measurement capabilities at 
the person level and in aggregate (segment, product, brand, etc.). 

The unified event stream begins with person-level interaction and behavioral data across 
any range of platforms, such as: in-store/branch transactions, ad serving, website visits, 
and call center. This data can then be collected, conformed, and associated to identity 
through an event engine or process. The output of the event processing is the longitudinal 
event history, which makes up the unified event stream. See Figure 6. 
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The connected identities become the foundation for marketing performance measurement. 

DMP Ad Server Web Log

Call Center Promotion Email

Third-Party Txns Profiles

The unified identity graph enables you to 
merge event history from each discrete identity 
into a unified event stream for a consumer.

Identity
 Stephanie Russell
 2001365879
7539 Flamewood Dr. Clarksville, MD
I493012
s_laud@hotmail.com
96352398, 76556372
6D92078A, 0F55031X
@srussel88
192.168.1.201

Name: 
Cust #: 

Street Address:  
CRM Individual ID: 

Email Address:  
Known Cookies: 

Devices:  
Social ID:  

IP Address:    

EVENT ENGINE 

Marketing Performance Management 
The unified event stream is a key foundational component for marketing performance 
measurement. Marketing performance management includes the broad set of capabilities 
required to deliver on overall marketing performance and attribution, person-based 
consumer experience analysis, and audience engagement analysis. Creating a 
comprehensive strategy around marketing performance management provides the 
analytical input required to deliver on true customer journey mapping and reporting. 
Marketing performance management includes: 

Marketing performance
The unified event stream at an aggregate level provides the ability to 
accurately measure marketing performance across channel and media 
sources. This capability becomes important, particularly from a response 
attribution perspective, to accurately allocate marketing performance across 
the various channels and media, which contributed toward the conversion or 
response event. 

Figure 6: Example event stream
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Experience 
The unified event stream at a person level enables organizations to view 
consumer engagement across channel and media sources at the most 
granular transactional level. This allows for predictive modeling to better 
optimize the customer journey. For example, organizations can zero in on 
behaviors and trends leading up to a conversion event to better understand 
what types of communication strategies are most effective in guiding 
consumers toward the conversion event. This also enables powerful look-
alike modeling, where organizations can apply new strategies to guide other 
consumers down a similar path. See Figure 7.

Audience analysis
The unified event stream at the audience level enables the analytics 
necessary to better understand what types of content and platforms are most 
effective in advancing consumers through the marketing funnel. 

As another example, organizations can analyze the unified event stream to 
better understand which content publishing platforms are most effective in 
driving awareness and consideration. This information becomes important, 
not only for optimizing customer journeys, but also for building new and 
innovative marketing strategies. 
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Figure 7: Event stream analytics foundation

These are just some of the insights which can be unlocked through the unified event 
stream. These insights help continuously refine and create highly effective person-
based marketing strategies which are measurable and validated through performance 
measurement.

EXPERIENCE
How do we optimize their 
customer journey?

AUDIENCE
How are audiences 
engaging across channels?

PERFORMANCE
How do we attribute and 
improve marketing 
performance?

DM delivered
2/1/18

Shown 
display ad

Calls 800#
Requests info
and give email
2/2/18 3:06pm 

Sent email
2/2/18 5:05pm
Opens email 
2/2/18 9:30pm

Clicks branded 
paid search ad
2/6/18 9:00pm

Completes 
transaction 
on site
2/6/18 9:15pm

The customer event stream shows how each customer 
is engaging across channels and media over time.

Consumer Event Table Event Meta Data
Event ID EM088

Device Mobile-Samsung Galaxy S6

Creative A2346 SunPower Durability 

O�er OI92365 Calculate Your Savings 

Product P978 25 Yr. Warranty
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Cross-Device
Figure 8: The importance of enhancing identity through cross-device capabilities/recognition 

Audience Amplification
consumer marketing from 
one device to another

Audience Extension
marketing based on 
look-alike audiences

Audience Suppression
recognize transactions from one 
device to another to tailor the message

Behavior Analysis
understand cross-device consumer 
behavior and interactions

Journey Mapping
plot the desired consumer journey 
with cross-device interaction points

Fractional Attribution
understand and measure consumer 
conversion history and learn/optimize

Identity associations can be enhanced 
through cross-device capabilities.  But 
more than associations, cross-device 
enhancement provides key targeting 
and analytical benefits:

01
02
03
04
05
06

Value of Cross-Device
Cross-device integration 
establishes identity 
associations across devices, 
promoting advanced 
and intelligent targeting, 
measurement, and analytics. 
Cross-device capabilities 
build device associations, 
which significantly enhance 
targeting and analytical 
capabilities to bring a new 
level of sophistication to 
innovative marketing strategy. 

Audience Amplification
consumer marketing from 
one device to another

Audience Extension
marketing based on 
look-alike audiences

Audience Suppression
recognize transactions from one 
device to another to tailor the message

Behavior Analysis
understand cross-device consumer 
behavior and interactions

Journey Mapping
plot the desired consumer journey 
with cross-device interaction points

Fractional Attribution
understand and measure consumer 
conversion history and learn/optimize

Identity associations can be enhanced 
through cross-device capabilities.  But 
more than associations, cross-device 
enhancement provides key targeting 
and analytical benefits.

01
02
03
04
05
06
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Cross-device use cases include these competencies:

 ⊲ Audience amplification revolves around consumer-level marketing from one device  
 to another. For example, if the consumer initially engages in a product research   
 activity, it is advantageous to retarget or personalize the experience when that   
 person is recognized in the future on a related device. The cross-device    
 amplification strategy provides that cohesive customer experience across devices   
 as consumers  build interest or transact with the brand. 

 ⊲ Audience extension involves creating marketing-based look-alike audiences of   
 consumers who have converted or responded in the past. As part of this analysis,   
 focus is placed on which types of devices and what stages of the marketing funnel   
 are driving the best results. This data is used to build look-alike audiences that aim   
 to replicate the performance. 

 ⊲ Audience suppression is the ability to recognize transactions from one device   
 to another to tailor future messages. One common example is the suppression of   
 a retargeting message for a particular product the consumer recently purchased on   
 another device. In this situation, if you see that consumer again on a different device,  
 do not present them with the same offer for a product they recently purchased. 

 ⊲ Behavior Analysis allows you to understand cross-device consumer behavior   
 along various states in the marketing funnel. Through careful study, organizations   
 can learn how consumers want to engage, and on which devices, across all stages   
 of the marketing process, from awareness to retention. 

 ⊲ Journey Mapping is the ability to plot the desired customer journey with cross-  
 device interaction points. As an outcome to behavior analysis and the deep    
 analytical understanding of how consumers are engaging across devices,    
 organizations can map out optimal customer journeys based on actual past    
 customer behaviors. Doing so can drive engagement across devices in a way that   
 complements how a customer naturally wants to engage. 

 ⊲ Fractional Attribution helps marketers understand and measure customer    
 conversion history and marketing performance across devices. This allows them to   
 assign proper marketing credit for those devices and touchpoints that are driving   
 the conversion. In addition, fractional attribution provides the inputs necessary   
 to train and optimize marketing models and strategies over time. 
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EXAMPLE: Establishing the first-party cross-device graph

Day 1:
User visits website to 
research financial 
products and begin 
application process but 
does not complete

Day 5: 
User completes 
application process 
on a mobile device 
within the mobile app

Day 35: 
User manages 
online account on a 
tablet device

Cross-device identity can be established based on first-party digital 
data. User profiles can be connected over time using common identity 
signals. Device-level information can then be associated and 
integrated into the identity graph. 

Email address informs the 
cross-device identity 
associations between first-party 
cookie, IDFA/IDFV, and AdID

Website
�Email address
�First-party cookie

Mobile App
�Email address
�IDFA device ID
   (or IDFV ID for multiple apps 
   served by a single publisher) 

Mobile App
�Email address
�AdID device ID 

Identity Graph

First-Party Cookie IDFA/IDFV Device ID

AdID Device ID
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User profiles can be connected over time using common identity signals present in an 
organization’s digital data. These identity signals include cookies, platform-level IDs, such 
as Apple’s Identifier for Advertisers (IDFAs) or Google Android based Advertising ID (Ad 
ID), and authentication signals, such as email address. As users interact across devices, 
these identity signals can be associated to users and integrated into the identity graph. 
The following example is a common financial services use case on establishing cross-
device identity by using first-party data assets. This capability provides meaningful 
cross-device experiences, while also improving the identity graph and back-end analytic 
capabilities.

Day 1: 
Stephanie is a prospect who makes a website visit from her laptop to 
research financial products and begins an application process. On day 1, 
Stephanie does not complete the application process, but she creates a 
login account and provides her email. Stephanie’s hashed email address 
is captured through the website tagging, along with her first-party browser 
cookie. Her hashed email address is linked to the back-end user profile 
created when she originated an online login account. 

Day 5: 
Stephanie downloads the mobile app and logs in from her iPhone to 
complete the application process. On this day, the mobile app enables the 
capture of her hashed email address, along with Stephanie’s unique IDFA 
device ID. Alternatively, the mobile application identifiers could capture other 
identifiers, depending on the device type or app publisher. These identifiers 
may include Apple’s Identifier for Vendors (IDFV), which is similar to IDFA for 
publishers serving multiple apps, or the Google AdID. Stephanie’s identity 
graph is extended from email and cookie to include her IDFA device ID, 
which is established based on the common hashed email across her laptop 
and mobile device sessions. 
 
Day 35: 
Stephanie logs in from her Android tablet device to manage her online 
account. In this case, the mobile app captures her hashed email address, 
along with her Google AdID. We now have the framework in place to use the 
hashed email to associate her first-party cookie from her laptop, to her IDFA 
device ID from her iPhone, to her AdID device ID from her Android tablet. 
These associations are used to further extend Stephanie’s identity graph. The 
identity graph enhancement now provides the ability to recognize Stephanie 
across laptop, mobile, and tablet devices to provide personalized cross-
device experiences, while improving measurement and analytic capabilities.  
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EXAMPLE: Leveraging cross-device intelligence from external sites

The result: 
A subscription-based “device 
graph” is created, which can be 
linked to your “identity graph.”

Mobile Apps Websites

The Problem: 
Consumers use multiple devices 
each day to access your websites. 
But if the consumer never “raises 
his/her hand” on your site, we have 
little visibility if these devices are 
shared by the same person.

The good news: 
Cross-device reference platforms 
exist that map these devices to a 
singular person. 

Client Tag

Device 
Platform Tag

Identity Graph
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Let’s now consider how to leverage cross-device capabilities from external providers to 
enhance identity capabilities in real time. 

A significant challenge many marketers are facing today is that customers are using 
multiple devices when interacting with a brand. This includes website visits and mobile 
app interactions, which can be accessed across different device screens.  The challenge 
arises when the customer remains anonymous on the device by not self-authenticating 
or completing an identifiable transaction. In these cases, there is little visibility into who 
the users of these devices are, and there is a limited level of sophistication that can be 
provided in the messaging.  

Fortunately, there is a way to enhance the identity capabilities of these devices through 
cross-device platforms, which exist as a service model. These capabilities can be 
integrated in real time through an organizational tagging strategy to help identify and 
reconcile the multi-device scenario to a common identity. 
 
Without identity or authentication, we are left working with a set of potentially related 
devices without any firm identity association. However, mobile and web properties can 
integrate and deploy cross-device provider tags from specialized providers, which extend 
the device graph in real time with related device associations. Mobile and web properties 
can use the related device associations to broaden their access to an available first-party 
identity as part of their overall tag management strategy. This approach provides the 
opportunity to associate a known identity to the device to better recognize, personalize, 
and optimize the experience for end users.
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Summary
An identity resolution capability is about capturing and connecting identity signals to 
create a singular version of a consumer. However, the strategic capability goes beyond 
simply looking at identifiers. The following are the strategic tenets of identity resolution 
and how it plays a role in an organization’s ability to truly exploit these capabilities:

Shared identity strategy across enterprise business units and brands
Leverage the scale of the organization through the use of a common methodology 
to collect, associate, and identify individuals as they engage with the enterprise. This 
will maximize opportunities to identify individuals across business segments for both 
consistent and persistent views of the consumer.

A single authentication mechanism used for all digital properties
Enable the association of a primary digital identifier to PII across all enterprise segments 
and brands. PII is becoming the backbone for higher fidelity data matching in a digital 
world, and this common digital identifier will be considered a critical accelerator.

A shared domain / platform for first-party digital identifiers (or strategy to 
link the identifiers) 
Create a single capability to link identifiers without limitations related to identifier syncing 
and silos. As described earlier in this report, it will become increasingly imperative to 
know the intersection of terrestrial, digital, and device identifiers. A well-crafted plan and 
architecture must be future-proof in this regard.

A mobile app publishing strategy to use a single publisher for mobile apps
Maximize associations of users across mobile apps to improve identification of the app 
users in a heterogeneous app environment. Whenever possible, use the publisher-
based ID platforms that are already available and exposed by the app environment and 
developers.

Compliance capture at the point of association
Capture the compliance-related rules for the association at the point of identifier capture. 
This will improve compliance in data sharing and control.

Device intelligence in the construction of the identity graph
A complete cross-device strategy should blend first, second, and third-party capabilities. 
A well-constructed device graph model will provide more than identity resolution 
capabilities. It will also inform audience models, behavioral tracking, and deeper learning 
to inform the customer journey and marketing programs. 
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